Statistical classification of spatial relationships among mathematical symbols
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Abstract
In this paper, a statistical decision method for automatic
classification of spatial relationships between each adjacent
pair is proposed. Each pair is composed of mathematical
symbols and/or alphabetical characters. Special treatment
of mathematical symbols with variable size is important.
This classification is important to recognize an accurate
structure analysis module of math OCR. Experimental results on a very large database showed that the proposed
method worked well with an accuracy of 99.57% by two important geometric feature relative size and relative position.
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Introduction

Automatic recognition of mathematical expressions is
considered as a basic process in converting scientific and engineering documents into an electronic form. This process
is composed of two parts; structure analysis and recognition
of mathematical symbols. There have been many attempts
to recognize mathematical documents, an overview of previous attempts are found in [1].
In this paper, we consider the structure analysis part, that
is, the automatic classification of spatial relationships between each adjacent pair (hereafter, simply called discrimination task). The spatial relationships are composed of
baseline, subscript, superscript, upper, and lower relations.
Determination of spatial relationships is very important
to recognize mathematical expressions because the same set

of symbols convey different meaning depending on the spatial relationships. For example, “ab”, “ab ”, “ab ” have the
same symbols but introduce different meaning.
Throughout this paper, we assume the correct category
is given for every characters and symbols; that is, we assume that recognition of characters and mathematical symbols has done already. This assumption is rather realistic
when we focus on the structure analysis part; in most math
OCRs, in fact, the structure analysis is done after recognizing individual characters and symbols.
The structure analysis part is discussed by many researchers started from Anderson [7], who used a purely
syntactic approach for parsing mathematical expressions.
Okamoto and his colleagues [8, 9] determined the spatial relationships using geometric informations. Zanibbi etal. [10]
presented a system for recognizing typeset and handwritten
mathematical expressions. They used classes of symbols
to determine the relationships. Suzuki etal. [11] introduced
an OCR system called INFTY to recognize mathematical
expression. They used geometric features to determine the
spatial relationships. Garaian and Chaudhuri [12, 13] proposed an approach for understanding mathematical expressions, in which they used geometric information to determine spatial relationships.
Unfortunately, most of the previous attempts did not give
details about the discrimination task (e.g. [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]);
they gave only the total performance of the system and specified neither quantitative nor qualitative analysis of their results. This may be because (i) the discrimination task is one
module of a large math OCR system, (ii) it employs many
heuristics whose details are often hidden from readers, and
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Figure 2. Examples of mathematical expressions.
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Figure 3. Detection the type of symbol “∈”.

Figure 1. The proposed method.

(iii) it should be evaluated with a large-scale database.
The main contribution of this paper is to tackle the discrimination task by a statistical decision method grounded
by huge database. In the proposed method, the importance
of using document-dependent processing and symbol types
will be fully emphasized.
In this method we will use two features called relative
size and relative position. These features are very important to specify the spatial relationships. For example, the
relative size H is used to discriminate between baseline and
non baseline classes and the relative position D is used to
discriminate among subscript, superscript, upper, and under
classes. Experimental results revealed that the discrimination can be done almost perfectly (∼ 99.57%).
Figure 1 shows an overview of the proposed method.
Our task is the classification of spatial relationships between
each adjacent pair (parent-child), where parent is the first
symbol of each pair and child is the second symbol. The
features relative size H and relative position D will form
distribution maps which plot the features in a two dimensional space. The spatial relationships are determined using
Bayesian classifier which classifies each point in the distribution maps into one of 5 classes.
The proposed method introduces several new techniques; for example, symbol types is used to compensate
the variation of symbol sizes; each symbol has a type depending on its size and position. These types are used to
discriminate the distribution maps and therefor each symbol type is classified in a different distribution map. Beside, document-dependent processing is introduced to improve the performance of the discrimination task. Furthermore, very large databases are used in the discrimination
task, these databases are suitable for the evaluation of the
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usefulness of the proposed features.
Our initial work on this task was reported in [14]. In this
work only the spatial relationships among characters were

focused. Thus, the subscript pair of “ ” and “p” and the
horizontal pair of “D” and “(” in Fig 2 were out of its scope.
The present work is a large extension of the previous work.
In this work, we consider both symbols and characters.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the features which were used in the distribution map. Section 3 presents a document dependent
processing. Section 4 shows experimental results with very
large databases. Finally, Section 5 presents a conclusion.

2

2.1

Feature extraction for discriminating the
spatial relationships
Symbols types

A type for each symbol is defined to compensate the variation in positions and heights of symbols. Figure 3 shows an
example of determining the type of symbol “∈”. To specify
the type of symbol “∈”; first the top and base of its parent
character is calculated using the hight ratio of three regions
called X:Y :Z regions. Figure 4 shows these regions. Then
the type is decided according to the value of X-part and Zpart.

Figure 4. X, Y and Z regions.

Table 1. Symbol types.
Types
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Figure 6. Symbol “∈” in different documents.
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Let h1 and h2 denote the heights of bounding box of the
parent and child, respectively. Similarly, let c1 and c2 denote
the centers of the bounding box of those pairs. Figure 5 (c)
shows these parameters.
The relative size H and the relative position D can be
extracted for each adjacent pair as follows:

c1

(c)
Figure 5. (a) Actual bounding box for character “α”. (b) Normalized bounding box for
character “α”. (c) Normalized sizes (h1 , h2 ),
normalized centers (c1 , c2 ).

Symbols will have 6 types according to X :Y :Z regions
such as (“X”, “X + Y”, “X + Y + Z”, “Y”, “Y + Z”, “Z”).
Table 1 shows some examples of symbol types. This estimation of symbol types improves the performance of the
proposed method. These types are used to discriminate the
distribution maps and therefore each type will be classified
in different distribution maps.

2.2

Feature Extraction

As stated in [14], to estimate the proposed features, the
normalized bounding boxes are used for characters instead
of actual bounding boxes. Figure 5 (a) shows the actual
bounding box for character “α” and Fig 5 (b) shows the normalized bounding box for character “α”. The normalized
bounding boxes are estimated by adding a virtual ascender
or a virtual descender or both depending on the character
category.
Unfortunately, this technique does not valid for symbols;
symbols have more variation than characters. For example,
some symbols such as “−, =” have smaller hight than “Y”
hight and others such as “[, |” have longer heights than “X +
Y + Z” heights. Therefore, the actual bounding boxes are
used for symbols.

H=

3

c1 − c2
h2
, D=
.
h1
h1

(1)

Document dependent processing

Each document has its own characteristics which differers from the other document. Observing these characteristics improved the performance of the proposed method.

3.1

Private X:Y:Z

We estimate X:Y:Z ratio for baseline characters and X:Y:Z
ratio for non-baseline characters because they have different
font shapes1 . These ratios are common for all characters in
each document and therefore we hereafter call them private
X:Y :Z ratios. In contrast, we also can estimate the X:Y :Z
ratios common for any document by using all the characters
of a large-scale multi-document database and therefore we
hereafter call the ratios common X:Y:Z ratios. Private X:Y:Z
ratio outperforms common X:Y:Z ratio as will be shown in
the experimental results.

3.2

Irregular symbols and characters

After determining the symbol types, we noticed that,
some symbols have different types in different document.
These symbols will called irregular symbols. For example,
1 Readers may be confused by the fact that we need to discriminate between baseline characters and non-baseline characters for estimating their
own X:Y:Z ratio during the process toward our final goal. For this discrimination we used X:Y :Z which calculated from all characters contained in
the database. Of course, the result from this discrimination includes some
errors. These errors do not affect the estimation seriously because we use
the average of the heights.

Table 2. Discrimination accuracy (%) by
quadratic classifier on H-D space.
No. of
symbol
type
1
1
1
1
6
6
6
6

Figure 7. Examples of irregular characters.
“∈” symbol occupies only “Y” region in some documents
and occupies “X + Y” regions in another documents , yet
occupies the entire “X + Y + Z” regions in the other documents and therefor they have 3 different types. Figure 6
shows these types.
As stated in [14], there are some characters which have
different sizes and occupy different “X”,“Y”, “Z” regions in
different documents. These characters are called irregular
characters. Figure 7 shows some examples of these characters.
Special treatment is applied for irregular characters/symbols, in which each irregular characters/symbols
was discriminated into many cases depending on its heights
and positions. This special treatment improved the performance as will be shown in the experimental results.

4
4.1

Experimental results
Database

The discrimination task was applied on 158,308 adjacent pair of symbols and characters of mathematical expressions. For example, 37,263 adjacent pairs have characterscharacters type, 52,057 adjacent pairs have symbolscharacters type, 54,924 adjacent pairs have characterssymbols type, and 14,064 adjacent pairs have symbolssymbols type.
To the authors’ best knowledge, these databases are the
largest of those used in past attempts on the discrimination task. For example, they are larger than the database
used in [18], which consists of 297 pages. Such large
databases are extremely well suited to derive universal properties (e.g., the discrimination task) of mathematical expressions.

4.2

Distribution maps analysis

Figure 8 (a) shows the distribution map without using
symbol types. Heavy overlaps between the classes can be

Doc. dependent
processing
irregular
private
treatment X:Y:Z ratio
X
X
X
O
O
X
O
O
X
X
X
O
O
X
O
O

Accuracy
rate

93.69
93.69
93.86
94.04
99.14
99.15
99.51
99.57

observed on this map. These overlaps come from the variation of the sizes and positions of the actual bounding boxes
of symbols. For example, horizontal symbols which occupy
“X + Y” regions may overlapped with superscript symbols
because their centers will be up.
Figure 8 (b) shows the distribution map after using symbols types. The overlaps were drastically decreased because
we avoided the variation of the sizes of the symbols; symbols with the region (“X”, “X +Y”, “X +Y +Z”, “Y”, “Y +Z”,
“Z”) were classified in different distribution maps. Thus we
can conclude that, using the types of symbols is very powerful for the discrimination task with (H, D)-features.
Table 2 shows the accuracy rate using a simple Bayesian
classifier. From this table, we notice that, the results improved very much after using symbol types. The best accuracy rate occurred when applying document-dependent
processing, in which private X:Y :Z ratio and special treatment for irregular characters/symbols were applied. These
results prove the importance of using both symbol types and
document-dependent processing in the discrimination task.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, the spatial relationships between each adjacent pair of mathematical expressions is classified into one
of five classes (horizontal class, subscript class, superscript
class, upper class, and lower class) for realizing an accurate
structure analysis module of math OCR.
In this task very large databases are used which are suitable to covey the geometric information of characters and
symbols of mathematical expressions.
Experimental results shows that, symbol types and document dependent processing improved the performance of
the proposed method by observing the distribution maps
which defined by two features relative size and relative position. These two points were overlooked in the
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Figure 8. Distribution maps for different cases. The curves show the decision boundaries by
quadratic classifier. The values of H and D are multiplied by 1000.

past attempts, while they give us an important aspect
that documents-dependent processing are necessary on the
structure analysis.
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